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ABSTRACT
Context. The vast majority of the known stars of ultra low metallicity ([Fe/H] < −4.5) are known to be enhanced in carbon, and
belong to the “low-carbon band” (A(C) = log(C/H) + 12 ≤ 7.6). It is generally, although not universally, accepted that this peculiar
chemical composition reflects the chemical composition of the gas cloud out of which these stars were formed. The first ultra-metalpoor star discovered, HE 0107−5240, is also enhanced in carbon and belongs to the “low-carbon band”. It has recently been claimed
to be a long-period binary, based on radial velocity measurements. It has also been claimed that this binarity may explain its peculiar
composition as being due to mass transfer from a former AGB companion. Theoretically, low-mass ratios in binary systems are much
more favoured amongst Pop III stars than they are amongst solar-metallicity stars. Any constraint on the mass ratio of a system of
such low metallicity would shed light on the star formation mechanisms in this metallicity regime.
Aims. We acquired one high precision spectrum with ESPRESSO in order to check the reality of the radial velocity variations. In addition
we analysed all the spectra of this star in the ESO archive obtained with UVES to have a set of homogenously measured radial velocities.
Methods. The radial velocities were measured using cross correlation against a synthetic spectrum template. Due to the weakness of
metallic lines in this star, the signal comes only from the CH molecular lines of the G-band.
Results. The measurement obtained in 2018 from an ESPRESSO spectrum demonstrates unambiguously that the radial velocity of
HE 0107−5240 has increased from 2001 to 2018. Closer inspection of the measurements based on UVES spectra in the interval 2001–
2006 show that there is a 96% probability that the radial velocity correlates with time, hence the radial velocity variations can already
be suspected from the UVES spectra alone.
Conclusions. We confirm the earlier claims of radial velocity variations in HE 0107−5240. The simplest explanation of such variations
is that the star is indeed in a binary system with a long period. The nature of the companion is unconstrained and we consider it is
equally probable that it is an unevolved companion or a white dwarf. Continued monitoring of the radial velocities of this star is
strongly encouraged.
Key words. binaries: spectroscopic – stars: abundances – Galaxy: abundances – Galaxy: halo
?
Tables 1 and 2 are also available at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http://cdsarc.
u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/cat/J/A+A/633/A129
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1. Introduction
The ultra-metal-poor star HE 0107−5240 was the first star that
was discovered to have [Fe/H]1 < −5.0 (Christlieb et al. 2002).
Its chemical composition departs significantly from what was, at
the time, considered the standard composition of extremely metalpoor stars. That is, for stars in which most elements are solarscaled, with an enhancement of α elements over iron and a large
scatter in the abundances of neutron capture elements (Bessell
& Norris 1984; Molaro & Castelli 1990; Molaro & Bonifacio
1990; Primas et al. 1994; McWilliam et al. 1995; Ryan et al.
1996; Spite et al. 2000). Instead it was clear from the beginning
that HE 0107−5240 belonged to the class of carbon-enhanced,
metal-poor stars (Barbuy et al. 1997; Norris et al. 1997a). At
the time most such stars appeared to be enhanced in neutron
capture elements and their peculiar chemical composition was
thought to be the result of mass transfer from an Asymptotic
Giant Branch (AGB) companion, in fact being the extremelymetal-poor counterpart of CH stars (Vanture 1992a,b; McClure
1997). The discovery of CS 22957−27 (Norris et al. 1997b;
Bonifacio et al. 1998) led to the introduction of a new class of
stars that is carbon enhanced, but not enhanced in neutron capture elements. In turn this led to a questioning of the universality of
the mass-transfer scenario for carbon-enhanced metal-poor stars;
this class is currently known as CEMP-no (Beers & Christlieb
2005). HE 0107−5240 appeared immediately to be not enhanced
in neutron capture elements and therefore in the same class as
CS 22957−27, although two orders of magnitude lower in [Fe/H].
It was already well appreciated how difficult, or even impossible, it is to form a low-mass star from metal-free gas. In his review,
Palla (2003) describes the current knowledge on primordial star
formation at the time, as well as the surprise of finding a star as
poor in [Fe/H] as HE 0107−5240. The majority of the community started to work on the hypothesis that the chemical composition of HE 0107−5240 reflects the composition of the gas out
of which it was formed and was the result of enrichment by one
or several supernovae (SNe; Umeda & Nomoto 2003; Bonifacio
et al. 2003; Limongi et al. 2003). Also the formation of low-mass
stars from such gas was explored (Schneider et al. 2003). In a
very influential paper, Bromm & Loeb (2003) developed a theory
showing how atomic lines of neutral oxygen and singly ionised
carbon could effectively cool a metal-poor contracting cloud, provided the abundance of these elements was high enough. In the
following years, other ultra-metal-poor stars were found (Frebel
et al. 2005; Norris et al. 2007) and they were all carbon enhanced
like HE 0107−5240. This led to the idea that all ultra-metal-poor
stars were necessarily carbon enhanced. It was not until recently
that ultra-metal-poor stars that are not carbon enhanced have been
found (Caffau et al. 2011; Starkenburg et al. 2018), implying that
metal-line cooling is not the only mechanism capable of allowing
the formation of a low-mass, ultra-metal-poor star.
At the time of writing there are 14 stars known to have
[Fe/H] < −4.5, and they are listed in Table 1. All of the 12 carbonenhanced stars lie on the low-carbon band defined by Bonifacio
et al. (2018). All of the stars on the low-carbon band for which it
has been possible to assess the abundances of n-capture elements
classify them as CEMP-no. This is a clear difference with the highcarbon band stars, which are almost all enhanced in s-process
elements and classified as CEMP-s. Furthermore, the observations of Lucatello et al. (2005) and Starkenburg et al. (2014) have
given a strong indication that CEMP-s stars are likely to be all
binary stars. The high-carbon band stars are generally considered
to be the result of mass transfer from a former AGB companion
1

[Fe/H] = log(Fe/H) – log(Fe/H) .
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(Bonifacio et al. 2015, 2018), while the low-carbon band stars are
generally considered to reflect the chemical composition of the
gas cloud out of which they were formed.
In spite of the fact that the majority of the community accepted
the chemical composition of HE 0107−5240, and its siblings, as
being the same as that of the gas clouds out of which they formed,
dissenting opinions that invoke mass transfer from a companion
exist (Suda et al. 2004; Lau et al. 2007; Cruz et al. 2013). Such
models are compatible with the observed lack of enhancement in
n-capture elements. For HE 0107−5240 this possibility was often
discarded because of the lack of any variation in its radial velocity
over an interval of five years (2001–2006).
In the meanwhile, Arentsen et al. (2019) presented some
low quality radial velocity measurements obtained with the High
Resolution Spectrograph (Bramall et al. 2012) on the Southern
African Large Telescope (SALT; Buckley et al. 2006). In spite
of the large errors on their four measurements, the indication
was clear that the radial velocity of HE 0107−5240 was almost
4 km s−1 larger than it was in the time interval 2001–2006. On
this basis, Arentsen et al. (2019) suggested that the scenario of
mass transfer in this star becomes highly likely. We note that
mass transfer can also occur in a very wide binary, if it happens
mainly through the stellar wind (Abate et al. 2018).
Since HE 0107−5240 is a prototype of the ultra-metal-poor,
carbon-enhanced stars and so much effort has gone into the interpretation of its chemical abundances, we decided to observe it
with the Echelle SPectrograph for Rocky Exoplanets and Stable Spectroscopic Observations (ESPRESSO; Pepe et al. 2013)
in GTO time to look for radial velocity variations. We also reanalysed the Ultraviolet and Visual Echelle Spectrograph (UVES;
Dekker et al. 2000) spectra retrieved from the ESO archive.

2. Observations and radial velocity measurements
We observed HE 0107−5240 on September 3, 2018 with
ESPRESSO in the high resolution (HR) mode. In this mode the
light collected from a single unit telescope is channeled by a
full-optics coudé train to the combined coudé laboratory. In the
coudé laboratory the light is fed to a dedicated front-end subsystem (one for each Unit Telescope (UT) that may be used) and
corrected for atmospheric dispersion. The front-end unit feeds
the light to the optical fibres. In the HR mode there are two
fibres with a core diameter of 140 µm that corresponds to 100. 0
on the sky. We decided to use one fibre for the star and the
second for the sky. Before entering the spectrograph the light
passes through the Anamorphic Pupil Slicing Unit. This optical
system allows the compression of the beam in the direction of
the cross-dispersion and splits the beam into two slices. Thus in
ESPRESSO observations each échelle order on the detector is
composed of four slices, in our case two for the star and two
for the sky. We used a CCD binning 2 × 1 (two in the spatial
direction) and a slow read-out mode, which results in a readout-noise of 3 e− pixel−1 in the blue CCD of the mosaic and
2 e− pixel−1 in the red CCD. The exposure time was 3300 s. The
seeing was about 100. 5, significantly larger than the 100. 0 aperture
on the sky of the ESPRESSO high resolution fibre mode, leading to a significant light loss. The spectra were reduced using
the ESPRESSO pipeline version 1.2.32 . The pipeline performs
background subtraction using the inter-order pixels, an optimal
extraction on each of the slices, and a flat-field correction on the
extracted spectra. The wavelength solution was derived using the
2

The pipeline and its documentation are available at
https://www.eso.org/sci/software/pipelines/espresso/
espresso-pipe-recipes.html.
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Table 1. Stars with [Fe/H] < −4.5.
Name
SDSS J0023+0307
HE 0107−5240
HE 0233−0343
SMSS 0313−6708
HE 0557−4840
SDSS J0815+4729
SDSS J0929+0238
SDSS J1029+1729
SDSS J1035+0641
SDSS J1313−0019
HE 1327−2326
Pristine_221.8781+9.7844
SMSS 160540.18−144323.1
SDSS J1742+2531

α(2000)
(HMS)
00:23:14.0
01:09:29.1
02:36:29.7
03:13:00.4
05:58:39.2
08:15:54.3
09:29:12.3
10:29:15.2
10:35:56.1
13:13:26.9
13:30:06.0
14:47:30.7
16:05:40.2
17:42:59.7

δ(2000)
(DMS)

T eff
(K)

log g
(c.g.s.)

[Fe/H]
(dex)

A(C)(1D)
(dex)

A(Li)
(dex)

References

+03:07:58
−52:24:34
−03:30:06
−67:08:39
−48:39:57
+47:29:48
+02:38:17
+17:29:28
+06:41:44
−00:19:41
−23:41:50
+09:47:04
−14:43:23.1
+25:31:36

6140
5100
6100
5125
4900
6215
5894
5811
6262
5170
6180
5792
4850
6345

4.8
2.2
3.4
2.3
2.2
4.7
4.5
4.0
4.0
2.6
3.7
3.5
2.0
4.0

<−5.5
−5.39
−4.68
<−7.10
−4.75
<−5.8
−4.97
−4.73
<−5.20
−5.00
−5.60
−4.66
−6.21
−4.80

6.20
6.90
7.23
6.12
5.45
7.7
7.44
<4.30
7.17
6.39
7.0
<5.60
6.07
7.26

2.02
<1.12
1.77
0.7

1,2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11,12
13
14
15
16

<1.24
<1.1
1.90
<0.80
<1.6
1.70
<0.48
<1.8

Notes. Column (1) is the main identifier for the star, Col. (2) is the right ascension at epoch 2000, Col. (3) is the declination at epoch 2000, Col. (4)
is the effective temperature, Col. (5) is the logarithm of the surface gravity expressed in c.g.s. units, Col. (6) is the iron abundance relative to
solar ([Fe/H] = log(Fe/H) – log(Fe/H) ), Col. (7) is the carbon abundance (log(C/H) + 12), or upper limit on the carbon abundance derived from
1D model atmospheres, Col. (8) is the lithium abundance (log(Li/H) + 12), and Col. (9) shows the references for the atmospheric parameters and
the abundances.
References. (1) Aguado et al. (2018a). (2) Aguado et al. (2019). (3) Christlieb et al. (2002). (4) Hansen et al. (2014). (5) Keller et al. (2014). (6)
Norris et al. (2007). (7) Aguado et al. (2018b). (8) Caffau et al. (2016). (9) Caffau et al. (2011). (10) Bonifacio et al. (2018). (11) Allende Prieto
et al. (2015). (12) Frebel et al. (2015). (13) Frebel et al. (2005). (14) Starkenburg et al. (2018). (15) Nordlander et al. (2019). (16) Bonifacio et al.
(2015).

spectrum of a ThAr lamp combined with a Fabry-Pérot Etalon.
The spectrum of the sky fibre was scaled to take into account the
different transmission of the two fibres as estimated from flatfield spectra, rebinned to the same step as the star spectrum and
finally subtracted. The wavelength solution was corrected for the
barycentric radial velocity at the time of observation. Finally the
slices were rebinned, combined, and the orders merged. The step
of the rebinned spectrum is close to the size of the original pixels as read-out from the CCD; in our case, taking into account
the on-chip binning, we have a mean pixel size of 0.7 pm3 in the
region of the G-band. The spectrum so obtained was calibrated
in absolute flux using an absolute efficiency curve, derived from
observations of flux standard stars. This flux calibration is aimed
at having a good relative flux, but cannot take into account either
slit losses or atmospheric absorption at the time of observation.
During the reduction steps the pipeline computes errors in the
spectrum and propagates the errors due to read-out noise, dark
current, photon noise (source plus background), flat-fielding, and
sky subtractions. The propagation is straightforward up to the
rebinning step to produce one-dimensional spectra. The rebinning introduces a correlation between pixels. The pipeline propagates the error to the rebinned spectrum, but also provides an
additional array that provides a correlation factor of each pixel.
In our analysis we ignored the correlation between pixels in the
rebinned spectrum and used the error provided by the pipeline to
estimate the achieved signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) per pixel. In the
region 433.55–433.83 nm, we find hS /Ni = 2.4.
We also retrieved all the spectra obtained with UVES in the
period 2001–2006 with different settings and slit widths, providing resolving power between 41 000 and 66 000. We used
all the blue-arm spectra that covered the G-band, using exactly
the same wavelength interval used to measure the ESPRESSO
spectrum and the same template, except that for UVES the template was broadened so as to match the resolution provided by
the slit width of each UVES spectrum. We used also the red-arm
3

1 pm = 10−12 m.

spectra that covered the Mg i b triplet. We did not use any of the
UV or IR UVES spectra.
To measure radial velocities we used cross correlation
against a synthetic spectrum template. This was computed using
an ATLAS 9 model (Kurucz 2005) with T eff = 5100 K, log
g = 2.2, metallicity −5.0, a standard α element enhancement of
0.4 dex, and microturbulence of 1.0 km s−1 . From this model we
used the SYNTHE (Sbordone et al. 2004; Kurucz 2005) spectrum synthesis code to compute a spectrum with microturbulence 2.2 km s−1 and the abundances derived by Christlieb et al.
(2004), except for the oxygen abundance, for which we adopted
the value of Bessell et al. (2004). We verified by comparison with
the UVES archive spectra that this synthetic spectrum provides
a close match both to the G-band and for the Mg i b triplet.
For the ESPRESSO spectrum we did not get any signal
from the region around the Mg i b triplet, but we did get a very
strong and clear signal from the G-band as shown in Fig. 1. The
cross correlation was computed in Fourier space (by Fast Fourier
Transform) in the ln(λ) space, following Tonry & Davis (1979).
The considered interval was 400–449.8 nm, the observed spectra were continuum subtracted so that the “continuum” appeared
at zero. The same operation was done to the template spectrum, which was previously broadened to a resolving power of
R = 140 000. The error was estimated from the width and contrast of the peak of the cross correlation function, as described in
Tonry & Davis (1979). For the UVES blue-arm spectra, we estimated the error from the cross correlation function and added
0.5 km s−1 to this to account for the uncertainty on the centring of the star on the slit (Molaro et al. 2008). In addition
we measured all the UVES red-arm spectra that contained the
Mg i b triplet. Some of these were observed coupled with some
of the above-mentioned blue-arm spectra, but others were coupled with the 346 nm blue-arm spectrum, which does not cover
the G-band. Since the UVES spectra were all acquired with the
purpose of determining chemical abundances they all have a
high S/N ratio for radial velocity determination (S /N ≈ 40 or
A129, page 3 of 7
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Fig. 1. Cross correlation function of ESPRESSO spectrum with the synthetic spectrum template.

higher), the Mg i b triplet always provides a very good and clean
signal. All of the red-arm spectra cover the O2 X0 − b2 band
around 630 nm produced by the Earth’s atmosphere. In spite
of the known changes in shape due to pressure changes in the
atmosphere, the wavelength position of these lines is stable at
the level of 10 m s−1 over six years (Figueira et al. 2010). Gettel
(2012) also describe the use of telluric lines for high precision
radial velocities. We used atmospheric transmission synthetic
spectra computed by Transmissions Atmosphériques Personnalisées pour l’AStronomie (TAPAS; Bertaux et al. 2014) as a template over the range 623–655 nm. This range also includes some
weaker H2 O lines, which are less stable than the O2 lines. We
cross correlated this template with the observed spectra and measured the radial velocity of the telluric lines; this radial velocity was subtracted from the observed radial velocity. A possible
concern is that the radial velocity is measured from a portion of
the spectrum extracted from the lower CCD of the red arm of
UVES, while the position of the telluric lines is measured on a
portion of spectrum extracted from the upper CCD. In the UVES
data reduction pipeline, independent wavelength solutions are
obtained for the two CCDs. Molaro et al. (2008) have shown that
the two CCDs of UVES provide radial velocities that are consistent to better than 0.1 km s−1 , which is well beyond the accuracy
we can expect from our spectra. In principle the measurement of
the tellurics corrects for the positioning of the star on the slit. We
always found the shift of the tellurics to be less than 1 km s−1 and
the error on this shift, estimated from cross correlation function,
is always less than 0.2 km s−1 . This error was added linearly to
the error derived from the measurement of the Mg i b triplet to
provide our total error estimate.
Applying these shifts reduces slightly the scatter in the radial
velocity measurements, however, it should be stressed that none
of the results discussed in the next section depend crucially on
these corrections. The conclusion would be the same if we just
take the observed velocities.
Some of our blue-arm spectra are coupled with red-arm spectra that contain the Mg i b triplet, namely four spectra in 2001,
one in 2004, one in 2005, and one in 2006. For these spectra we
A129, page 4 of 7

explored the effect of applying the shift deduced from the tellurics in the red arm also to the velocity derived from the blue
arm. The rationale for this is that if the slits of the two arms were
perfectly aligned, then the shift measured in the red arm should
also apply to the blue arm. Molaro et al. (2008) have shown that
the radial velocities derived from the blue arm match those of the
red arm to better than 0.1 km s−1 suggesting that the two slits are
indeed well aligned. This result cannot, however, be generalised
and in the lifetime of UVES the slits have been dismounted and
re-aligned, because larger shifts between blue and red had been
noticed. In our case the results of also applying the shift deduced
from the red arm to the blue arm are not so clear. The success of the technique in the 2001 measurement is striking; the
average red-blue goes from 0.267 km s−1 without correction to
0.047 km s−1 with correction of the blue spectra. However, for
the 2004 spectra the red-blue difference goes from 0.772 km s−1
without correction to 0.963 km s−1 with correction. We therefore decided not to apply any correction to the blue spectra.
Again we stress that none of our conclusions depend on this
choice.
All of our measurements are summarised in Table 2. For the
red arm spectra we also provide the velocity of the telluric lines
and the error on that velocity. In Table 2 we report the four measurements of Arentsen et al. (2019).

3. Discussion
3.1. Is the radial velocity of HE 0107−5240 variable or
constant?

In Fig. 2 we provide all our measurements with the associated error bars and we also add the four data points of
Arentsen et al. (2019). The measurements on the UVES data
seem somewhat dispersed, however a non-parametric test to
assess whether time and radial velocity are correlated provides a
probability of correlation of 96%, both using Kendall’s τ and
Spearman’s rank correlation. This means that even from the
UVES data alone we should suspect that the star is a radial velocity variable. If then we add to the sample the measurement with
ESPRESSO, this probability rises to 98.7%, at which point we
can consider it certain that the radial velocity varies. The measurements of Arentsen et al. (2019) are less precise than the
others, however they also support a variation of the radial velocity of HE 0107−5240. Since for a long time the radial velocity
of HE 0107−5240 has been considered constant, based on the
UVES spectra we should also ask the question: is it possible that
the UVES measurements have a systematic error so that they
are 3 km s−1 lower than the true value? As usual it is very difficult to exclude the presence of systematic errors in any given
instrument. The first evidence against any systematic error is
precisely the fact that a rank correlation provides a 96% probability of correlation, based on UVES data alone. Thus a higher
radial velocity at later dates is indeed expected. If we applied
a constant offset of 3 km s−1 to all the UVES data, the correlation would still be there and the fact that over ten years after
the radial velocity is the same would be difficult to explain. The
second argument against any systematic effect is that UVES is
an instrument that is known to be both accurate and precise in
radial velocity (e.g. Molaro et al. 2008) and systematic effects
of this magnitude have never been reported. A third argument is
that the measurements in the four different settings used (blue
arm 390 nm and 437 nm; red arm 564 nm and 580 nm) are, by
and large, consistent over a time span of five years. It is difficult
to think of a systematic effect that would act in the same way
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Table 2. Measured radial velocities of HE 0107−5240.
Date

2001-12-20
2001-12-20
2001-12-20
2001-12-20
2001-12-20
2001-12-20
2001-12-21
2001-12-21
2001-12-21
2002-10-03
2002-10-05
2002-10-07
2002-10-07
2002-10-07
2002-12-10
2002-12-10
2002-11-04
2002-11-06
2002-11-28
2002-11-28
2002-11-29
2002-11-30
2002-12-09
2002-12-10
2002-12-10
2002-12-12
2002-12-28
2004-09-29
2004-09-29
2005-09-23
2005-09-23
2006-09-16
2006-09-16
2013-11-22
2014-07-20
2014-10-26
2014-11-24
2018-09-03

MJD

52263.08323
52263.08492
52263.12607
52263.08609
52263.16867
52263.17036
52264.09625
52264.09801
52264.09907
52550.30797
52552.26437
52554.14388
52554.18754
52554.23054
52618.02460
52618.11174
52582.05954
52584.08058
52606.03347
52606.12085
52607.02446
52608.14562
52617.09886
52618.02460
52618.11174
52620.03087
52636.04209
53277.04670
53277.04671
53636.17008
53636.17013
53994.14030
53994.14031
56618.00
56858.00
56956.75
56990.00
58364.10782

Ins

UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
UVES
HRS
HRS
HRS
HRS
ESPRESSO

λc
(nm)

Geo.
RV
(km s−1 )

Bary.
corr.
(km s−1 )

390
580
390
580
390
580
390
580
580
580
580
580
580
580
580
580
580
580
437
437
437
437
580
580
580
437
580
390
564
564
390
564
390

+62.564
+62.864
+62.382
+62.342
+62.419
+62.478
+62.186
+62.457
+62.102
+52.156
+53.174
+53.736
+54.682
+52.929
+62.959
+62.084
+59.425
+60.528
+62.715
+62.681
+62.555
+62.684
+63.056
+63.018
+63.041
+62.628
+62.520
+51.239
+52.202
+49.812
+49.623
+48.373
+47.791

−17.805
−17.805
−17.865
−17.865
−17.915
−17.915
−17.765
−17.764
−17.812
−7.666
−8.232
−8.568
−8.649
−8.730
−18.144
−18.277
−14.951
−15.341
−17.835
−17.979
−17.879
−18.127
−18.266
−18.144
−18.277
−18.125
−17.142
−6.303
−6.303
−4.638
−4.638
−2.399
−2.399

RV
tell.
(km s−1 )

Error
tell.
(km s−1 )

−0.072

0.180

−0.402

0.181

−0.452

0.190

−0.174
−0.306
−0.310
−0.654
−0.601
−0.815
−0.761
−0.065
−0.503
−0.655
+0.445

0.163
0.200
0.132
0.137
0.137
0.117
0.144
0.160
0.123
0.152
0.136

−0.231
−0.065
−0.503

0.095
0.160
0.123

−0.311

0.116

+0.190
−0.034

0.141
0.132

−0.085

0.146

Bary.
RV
(km s−1 )

Total
error
(km s−1 )

+44.759
+45.131
+44.517
+44.477
+44.504
+45.015
+44.421
+44.867
+44.596
+44.800
+45.597
+45.769
+46.848
+44.959
+44.881
+44.310
+45.128
+44.742
+44.880
+44.702
+44.676
+44.557
+45.021
+44.939
+45.266
+44.503
+45.689
+44.936
+45.709
+45.208
+44.984
+46.059
+45.392
+48.15
+46.60
+47.19
+48.29
+47.867

0.728
0.370
1.341
0.392
0.740
0.423
0.714
0.385
0.406
0.341
0.383
0.339
0.251
0.345
0.319
0.308
0.356
0.315
0.688
0.707
0.703
0.707
0.258
0.319
0.301
0.705
0.306
0.695
0.340
0.310
0.710
0.384
0.691
0.49
4.75
2.39
0.94
0.049

Notes. Column (1) is the date of the observation, Col. (2) is the modified Julian date at the start of the exposure, Col. (3) is the instrument with
which the observation was made, Col. (4) is the central wavelength in nanometers, Col. (5) is the measured geocentric radial velocity, Col. (6)
is the barycentric correction, Col. (7) is the radial velocity of the telluric lines (when available), Col. (8) is the error on the radial velocity of the
telluric lines, Col. (9) is the barycentric radial velocity, and Col. (10) is the total error on the barycentric radial velocity.

for four different instrumental settings over such a long period
of time. We conclude that the presence of systematic effects in
the measurement of the UVES spectra at the level of 3 km s−1 is
very unlikely.
Let us check if the dispersion in the UVES measurements
is compatible with the measurement errors. Since we know
that there is a long-term trend in radial velocity, we isolate the measurements of 2001 (9 measurements) and 2002
(18 measurements); the standard deviation around the mean
is 0.256 km s−1 for the 2001 measurements and 0.599 km s−1
for 2002. For 2001 the dispersion is much smaller than the
mean measurement error. We can thus say that the dispersion
is fully compatible with measurement errors. For the 2002 measurements the dispersion is slightly higher than the mean total
error (0.425 km s−1 ). It is possible, although we cannot conclusively demonstrate it, that a part of this dispersion is due
to the radial velocity jitter that is observed in some metalpoor red giants (Carney et al. 2003). This jitter can be as
large as a few km s−1 . To explain it, combinations of multiple causes have been invoked, including stellar oscillations,
star spots, stellar activity, and stellar granulation. The majority of the stars that show radial velocity jitter are considerably

more luminous than HE 0107−5240 (MV = –0.34, using the
Gaia second data release (Gaia DR2; Gaia Collaboration 2018;
Arenou et al. 2018, parallax of 0.079 mas), yet some stars of even
lower luminosity are known to show some jitter (see Fig. 8 of
Carney et al. 2003).
We consider the long-term radial velocity variation of
HE 0107−5240 claimed by Arentsen et al. (2019) to be robustly
confirmed by our measurements. The simplest explanation of
such long-term variation is that HE 0107−5240 is in a binary
system. Arentsen et al. (2019) computed plausible orbits and
say that their orbit period distribution peaks in the interval
27–82 years. The time baseline did not allow us to obtain a reliable estimate of such a very long period. Moreover, just a trend,
without a maximum or a minimum, was observed (Fig. 2). The
amplitude spectrum of our data is shown in Fig. 3. The highest
peak close to 0.0 is the unconstrained period due to the observed
long trend; peaks at 0.5 and 1.0 d−1 are due to the spectral window. The mean level of the noise is 0.5 ± 0.3 km s−1 . A significant peak should have S /N ≥ 4.0 (Kuschnig et al. 1997) but
clearly none with an amplitude greater than 2.0 km s−1 stands
out. Therefore, no periodicity smaller than the time span of the
observations can be detected.
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Fig. 2. Radial velocities of HE 0107−5240 as a function of time (MJD)
of observation. Open symbols are our measurements on UVES spectra.
Asterisks are the measurements of Arentsen et al. (2019). The small red
dot is our measurement our measurements on the ESPRESSO spectrum.

3.2. If HE 0107−5240 is a binary system, what is the nature
of the less luminous companion?

Let us assume, for the sake of discussion, that HE 0107−5240
is indeed a binary system. The question arises as to the mass
and the nature of the companion. Being a giant, HE 0107−5240
will outshine any unevolved companion or white dwarf companion at all wavelengths from vacuum ultraviolet to far infrared.
The star is detected in Galex (Morrissey et al. 2005, 2007)
NUV and not in the FUV filter (λeff = 213.6 nm and λeff =
153.9 nm, respectively Bianchi et al. 2011). The measured flux
in the near-ultraviolet (NUV) band and lack of measurement in
the far-ultraviolet (FUV) band is compatible with the theoretical flux distribution for HE 0107−5240. This is consistent with
the findings of Venn et al. (2014) who explored the spectral
energy distribution from 444 nm to 22 080 nm. They claimed a
marginal detection of an IR excess in the Wide-Field Infrared
Survey Explorer (WISE; Wright et al. 2010) W3 band (λeff =
11560 nm). The ALLWISE (Cutri et al. 2014) W3 photometry
is about 0.3 mag fainter than that used in Venn et al. (2014), but
since it is only at the level of a detection of 3.1σ, it is very difficult to detect an IR excess at this low S/N ratio. The spectral
energy distribution of HE 0107−5240 cannot give us any hint as
to the nature of the companion. Although it is possible that it is
a white dwarf that in its AGB phase transferred mass to the currently observed giant, as advocated by Suda et al. (2004), Lau
et al. (2007), Cruz et al. (2013), and Arentsen et al. (2019), it is
equally probable that it is an unevolved star.
Further observations of HE 0107−5240 with high precision
on the radial velocity may, in the future, allow us to determine
the orbit of the system and its mass function4 . The mass of
the primary star (i.e. the star that is currently visible) can be
estimated through the use of isochrones. This, coupled with an
assumption of the orbit’s inclination, will provide an estimate
of the mass of the secondary. This information may constrain
the nature of the companion star. The mass distribution of white
dwarfs is sharply peaked at about 0.55 M (Kepler et al. 2007).
If we assume that the initial mass function (IMF) of the stars in
the metallicity regime of HE 01507−5240 follows Kroupa’s law
2

(M2 sin i)
The mass function of a binary system is defined as f = (M
3,
1 +M2 )
where M1 and M2 denote the masses of the components and M1 < M2
and i is the inclination of the orbit with respect to the line of sight (i =
90◦ is an edge-on orbit, i = 0◦ is a face-on orbit).
4
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Fig. 3. Amplitude spectrum of HE 0107−5240 data.

(Kroupa 2001, 2002), then we expect a peak at about 0.1 M . If
the mass estimated for the unseen companion is low, say 0.2 M ,
one can reasonably argue that it is unlikely to be a white dwarf.
However, if the mass is on the order of 0.5 M , it is not possible to draw any firm conclusion, since the Kroupa IMF (and
any other IMF) predicts a sizeable number of stars of this mass;
unlike the mass distribution of white dwarfs, the peak is not
sharp. The further complication is the uncertainty on the inclination of the orbit. While it is possible to make a statistical estimate
of the most probable value of the inclination, it is impossible to
rule out any value. Thus a low-mass estimate for the companion could simply result from a nearly edge-on orbit. Only if the
binary motion could be observed in some other way (photometric, visual, astrometric) would it be possible to break the degeneracy and measure the orbit inclination. We note that in the Gaia
DR2, HE 0107−5240 shows no excess astrometric noise.
3.3. Implications for the star formation processes at ultra-low
metallicity

High resolution simulations of star formation from primordial
gas have shown the importance of the fragmentation processes
(Greif et al. 2011). On the one hand, this provides a way to
produce low-mass stars even in the absence of efficient cooling
mechanisms, on the other hand it may be a way to favour the
formation of binary systems. In fact the simulations of Stacy &
Bromm (2013) predict a binary fraction of 35% for Pop III stars
and the period distribution is peaked at P . 900 yr. According to
Stacy & Bromm (2013), in Pop III stars low-mass ratios of the
binary members are much more favoured than they are amongst
solar-metallicity stars (Duquennoy & Mayor 1991). If one could
measure the mass function of the system, this would place constraints on the mass of the secondary. This, in turn, could be used
to constrain the nature of the secondary, using the theoretical distribution of mass ratios for primordial stars. One crucial point in
the simulation of primordial star formation is to be able to follow
the simulations long enough to understand how many of the fragments merge again and end up as massive stars, and how many
end up as binary or multiple systems. This is computationally
challenging and for the time being there is no consensus on the
long-term evolution of the fragments.
Hartwig & Yoshida (2019) have suggested an interesting
scenario in which the CEMP stars form as a consequence of
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inhomogeneous metal mixing. Although this scenario is appealing, it is not clear how it can be reconciled with the homogeneity
of abundance ratios in low-carbon band stars for elements heavier than Si (Bonifacio et al. 2015) or with the homogeneity of
all abundance ratios in carbon-normal stars (Cayrel et al. 2004;
Bonifacio et al. 2009).

4. Conclusions
Thanks to the exquisite radial velocity precision of ESPRESSO,
and the long baseline afforded by the ESO observations, we
have confirmed the long-term variability in radial velocity of
HE 0107−5240 claimed by Arentsen et al. (2019). The simplest
explanation of this variability is that HE 0107−5240 is a longperiod binary system. The current observations, however, do not
provide any constraint on the nature of the companion that could
be, with equal probability, a white dwarf or an unevolved star.
Unfortunately this does not provide any progress on whether
HE 0107−5240 has undergone mass transfer from an AGB companion or not. We encourage continued monitoring of the radial
velocity of this system with high precision instruments.
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